October 2020
Dear Colleagues,
Global Research takes on heightened importance in times of mounting xenophobia, racism, and
fake news. The Halle Institute’s expanded funding for innovative geographic and thematic global
projects is intended to meet these challenges. Our research grants are open to all regular, full-time
faculty in all schools and may have single or multiple Emory faculty PI’s and student team
members. View a list of the diverse projects that the Halle Institute has funded.
Calls for proposals and grant details are linked in the "Grants" section below. The Fall 2020 grant
cycle includes:
Global Perspectives on Race – New!
Rethinking Global Inequalities – with Goizueta Business and Society Institute – New!
Global Atlanta Innovative Teaching with CFDE
Oxford Global Research Fellows (Oxford College faculty only)
Halle-URC International Research Award – with the University Research Council
Collaborative Research Grants:
University of Queensland New!
University of St Andrews
University of Witwatersrand New!
Keep safe, keep distant, keep healthy!
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GRANTS: Fall 2020 Cycle
Global Perspectives on Race - New!
These grants support research that examines race as broadly conceived in
any country outside the United States. Projects might include, but are not
limited to, the very construction of the category 'race'; inequalities/inequities
and the egalitarian movements they foster; the interplay of race with
imperialism and colonialism; the intersections of race with gender, sexuality,
ethnicity, religion, education, labor, science, art, and/or health.
Submit by January 22, 2021

Collaborative Research Grants
These grants primarily support mobility for innovative collaborative research
projects between Emory faculty and faculty from our partner universities. The
research may be in any field or discipline and take place in any country or
region as long as it is done collaboratively.
University of Queensland – New! – Submit by February 12, 2021
University of St Andrews – Submit by January 22, 2021
University of Witwatersrand – New! – Submit by January 22, 2021

Global Atlanta Innovative Teaching - with CFDE
These grants are open to full-time regular faculty and postdocs who are
interested in using new pedagogies to put “domestic” and “international”
issues into conversation by using Global Atlanta as a classroom.
Submit by October 28, 2020

View full list of past Halle Grant Recipients

OPENING IN NOVEMBER 2020

Rethinking Global Inequalities – with Goizueta Business and Society Institute
This grant supports research that examines inequality in any country outside of the United States.
Full description and guidelines will be available on November 2.

Oxford Global Research Fellows - for Oxford College faculty only
Funded faculty-student fellowships connected to Oxford Research Scholars (ORS) projects that include a 1-2
week research component conducted on-site outside of the United States.
Full description and guidelines will be available on November 2.

Halle-URC International Research Award – with the University Research Council
These grants, in any of the following six URC categories, are for individual or collaborative research with an
international dimension: visual and performing arts, biological and health sciences, humanities, interdisciplinary,
math and natural sciences, and social sciences.
Opens in early November.
Visit the Halle Institute site for more details in November 2020.
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The Halle Institute for Global Research supports and promotes global research for faculty, students, and
visiting scholars. It is a unit of the Office of Global Strategy and Initiatives.

